What do you want to be?  Unscramble the sentences below.

1. want be? What you to do

__________________________________________

2. I want be teacher. to a

__________________________________________

3. your does do? mum What

__________________________________________

4. nurse. She a is

__________________________________________

5. firefighter? uncle Is your a

__________________________________________

6. a teacher. he is No,

__________________________________________

7. Where he work? does

__________________________________________

8. a works school. in He

__________________________________________

9. be Do nurse? to want you a

__________________________________________

10. I I be No, a don't. want postman. to

__________________________________________
Answers for teachers

1. "want be? What you to do" is What do you want to be?.
2. "I want be teacher. to a" is I want to be a teacher.
3. "your does do? mum What" is What does your mum do?.
4. "doctor. She a is" is She is a doctor.
5. "firefighter? uncle Is your a" is Is your uncle a firefighter?.
6. "a teacher. he is No," is No, he is a teacher.
7. "Where he work? does" is Where does he work?.
8. "a works school. in He" is He works in a school.
9. "be Do nurse? to want you a" is Do you want to be a nurse?.
10. "I I be No, a don't. want postman. to" is No, I don't. I want to be a postman.